We study the learnability of Read-k-Satisfy-j
let a E {O, 1 }n be an example, 1 a literal, and i an index. 
A term is almost sattsjied by an assignment a with re- with which we now ask an equivalence query (Step (2)). A negative counterexample allows us to throw out from the hypothesis terms that do not imply F. A positive counterexample satisfies a term t~E F we have not yet found, and we use it to run again the procedures find-useful-example and produce-terms.
Producing terms
We now describe the way the procedure produce-terms works given a positive example z of F.
In our analysis, we will assume that example c has the property that some term t1 of F satisfied by x is a 4kj-variant of term(sensitive( z)).
This holds true for disjoint DNF by Lemma 7. For general RkSj DNF, we use procedure find-use fuJ-exampJe (described in Section 4.2) that, given any positive example, produces a set of examples such that with high probability at least one haa this desired property.
The procedure produce-terms is described in Figure 2 .
Our goal is to find an implicant of F that is implied by tl. In fact, we will find a "small" collection of potential terms such that one of them will be such an implicant.
We The idea is that we create a set of literals L that with high probability has the following two properties:
(1) L has all the literals of t,and (2) L has size poly(kj). This is done in Step (3). If we have such a set then we are done: given the set L, we can look at all~~~o (i~[) = lLIO(k~J small subsets (Step (4)), and one of them will be t.
Recall that s is the number of terms in the RkSj represent ation of F, and let 6 be a given confidence parameter. We will show that the algorithm finds a function logically equivalent to F with probability at least 1 -6. t with probability at least 1 -6/3s.
Proofi
Consider a literal li in t.In a random y, there is a l/2r chance that literals 11, . . . . t?r are set so that t(i) is satisfied. Also, ProbYCu [y is negative I y satisfies t(i)] z l/22k~.
The reason is that if we project variables in t to satisfy t(i), then we are left with an RkSj DNF which is not identically true, since t(i) is not an implicant of F. So, we can apply Lemma 4. For such an example y, we know that ffip(y, /i ) is a positive example (as it satisfies t)and hence fi will be inserted into L. So, the probability that a single y "discovers" 1~is at least l/2r+2k~> l/26k~. A standard calculation shows that if we repeat the loop (Step (3)) at least rnl = 26kl ln(12kjs/8) times then we find ali r < 4kj literals oft, with probability at least 1 -6/3s. (Note that the number of repetitions, ml, is polynomial as long as kj = O(log n).) q Claim 10 Let q = c log2 n for c = O(log(s/6)), and assume that kj = O(log n).
With probability at least 1 -6/3s we get IL! < kjq2.
Proofi Any literal found in
Step (3) of produce-terms must be in some term. So, consider terms of size at most q. By lemma 5 there are at most kjq such terms. The number of literals that those terms can contribute to L is at most kjq2. Now consider a term of size greater than q. With high probability, it will not contribute any literals to L. The reason is that in order for such a term to "matter" (i.e. for some iiip(y, l?) to satisfy that term) it must be that y satisfies all but one literal in that term. The chance that y does so is at most n/29 which, by the choice of q, is smaller than any polynomial fraction.
Since the algorithm repeats in
Step (3) a polynomial number of times (using here that kj = O(log n)), throughout the entire algorithm, with high probability, no example tlip(y, t) satisfies any of those terms. By choice of c in the specified range we can make this high probability be at least 1 -6/3s. s
Notice that by Claims 9 and 10, with high probability at least one of the terms output in
Step (4) of the procedure produce-terms is the desired term t,and in addition at most (kjq2)4k~terms are output in Step (4) total. This number of terms is polynomial in n as long as kj = O(log rz/ log log n).
4.2
Finding a "useful" positive example.
The procedure produce-terms in the previous section requires a positive example z that satisfies some term t1 of F that is (1) not in our hypothesis and (2) is a 4kj-variant of sensitive(z). We call such an example z a "useful" example.
In this section we show how to produce, given a positive counterexample x to our hypothesis, a polynomial-sized set of examples such that with high probability at least one is "useful" in this sense. The procedure is described in Figure 3 . The idea behind procedure find-useful-example is as follows. Suppose that our given positive example x satisfies some number of terms of F (none of them is satisfied by our hypothesis).
Lemma 8 states that either:
All but 4kj of the literals in one of those terms are sensitive (i.e., z is already "useful"), or else,
There exist at least 2kj literals U1, . . . . u2kj such that flipping~i will cause the example to remain positive but satisfy a strict subset of those terms and no others. 1. Find sensitive(z) (using n membership queries).
Lt@.
3. Repeat the following ml = 2e~j ln(12kjs/6) times:
Pick a random y that agrees with "sensitive(z) (that is, for each literal in sensitive(z) we take yi = Zi and for any other i, vi is a random bit). If y is negative (a membership query) then find all literals -t satisfied by y (and not in sensitive ( Do the following rnz = 2~'1 log(3s/6) times and produce the union of the outputs.
2. Fori=l,2, ..., rn3, for m3 =~ln(2j2~), let x(i) be a random positive neighbor of Zti-lJ. We also know that since IY(z)I < 2kj by Lemma 2, there are at most 2kj literals that when flipped cause the example to satisfy some additional term.
What this means is that either example z is already useful, or else out of the n literals, at least 2kj are "good" in that flipping them makes our example satisfy a strict subset of the original set of terms, at most 2kj are "bad" in that flipping them makes the example satisfy some new term, and the rest are "neutral" in that either flipping them makes the example negative (which we will notice) or else flipping them does not affect the set of terms satisfied. So, as described in Figure 3 ( Step (2) 
Proofi
For the moment, consider the infinite sequence Z(l), Z(2), . . .. If the example z was not already useful, let's say that we are "lucky" if we flip one of the "good" literals before we flip any of the "bad" literals in this experiment.
Notice that flipping a "neutral" bit may change the sets of good and bad literals, but our bounds on the sizes of those sets remain. So, the probability we are lucky is at least 1/2. If this occurs, we then either have a useful positive example, or else our bounds on the sizes of the good and bad sets remain but the example satisfies at le~t one fewer term. Thus, with probability y at least ( l/2~), we continue to flip good literals before we flip any bad bit until we reach a useful example in this experiment. Now for the finite sequence Z(l), . . . . z(m~), we have to subtract the probability of being lucky j times, but not within the first m3 trials. This event is included in the event "there were less than j flips of non-neutral literals within m trials", Let the latter event be E.
Consider ms as j blocks of $kj ln(2 j2j ) trials each. The probability that we do not flip any non-neutral bit or \ reach a useful example) in one block is at most( since the probability of getting a non-neutral bit is at least~at each trial). The probability that we fail in any of the j blocks is therefore at most &. This is also a bound for the probability of the event E. Thus our total success probability is at least~-~, which proves the claim. s
Notice that for j = O(log n) the success probability in Claim 11 is l/poly(n).
Claim
12 With probability at least 1-6/3s, some example in the set of examples produced by the procedure find-useful-example is 'useful. "
Proofi Procedure find-useful-example repeats the experiment described in Claim 11 for m2 = 2~+1 log(3s/6) times.
Thus, with probability at least 1 -6/3s, the experiment is successful at least once. Proof:
In each call to produce-terms we make n membership queries to find sensitive(z), one membership query for each y, and n additional queries for each y that is negative.
All together the procedure produce-terms makes O(nml ) membership queries to create the set of literals L. It then produces (in Step (4)) 0((kjq2)4ki) terms (or none, in the unlikely event that IL! > kjq2). The number of calls to the procedure produce-terms is bounded by the number of positive counterexamples that we get in the algorithm (which is bounded by s) multiplied by the number of examples produced by the procedure find-useful-example on each such counterexample (this is bounded by m2m3).
Therefore, in total we make O(snml m2m3) membership queries and produce 0(sm2m3(kjq2)4k~) terms.
This immediately gives a bound on the number of negative counterexamples.
Hence, the number of equivalence queries is 0(smzms(kjq2)4k~ is invoked (on a positive counterexample), we get a useful example with probability at least 1 -6/3s. By Claim 9 and Claim 10, if we have a useful example then we find a term t that satisfies the original counterexample with probability at least 1 -26/3s.
All together we find a good term t with probability at least 1 -6/s. Therefore, if we get s positive counterexamples, with probability at least 1 -6, we find prime implicants for all the terms in F, and therefore the hypothesis is logically equivalent to F. The polynomial bound then follows from Claim 13, noting that ml, m2 and m3 are all polynomial for kj = O(log n) and that (kjq2)0(k~l is polynomial for kj = O(log n/ log log n) (as q is polylog(n)).
s
As a last remark we note that it may be that the method we use here can be adapted for kj = O(log n). The only part of the algorithm that does not allow for kj = O(log n) is the procedure produce-terms and in particular
Step (4) that produces O((log n)"(k~)) terms. Finding a better sampling method or a better way to produce the terms out of the set L might solve this problem. Proof: Let n = (m~l ). We define a function Fn with m + 1 terms each of length m on n variables Xi,j where 1~i < j~m + 1. The R2D representation of the function is tlV tz V . . . v tm+l, where the term tq includes all the literals z~!j for j > q, and all the literals for j < q, The idea 1s that the variable Z!,j appears only in the i-th term and the j-th term, and 1s "responsible" for the disjointness of these two terms (since the variable appears negated in one term, and un-negated in the other). Given this claim, the following counting argument shows that the CNF must have a large number of clauses:
The number of assignments satisfied by F. is exactly (m+ 1)2"-m, since each of the m + 1 terms satisfies 2n-m assignments (it determines the value of m out of the n variables) and the representation is disjoint. This implies that the number of assignments unsatisfied by Fn is 2"(1 -(m + 1)/2m).
Since a clause of length~m + 1 falsifies at most 2n-m-1 assignments, we need at least 2m+1(l-(m+l)/2m) = 2m+1-2(m+l) clauses to falsify all the unsatisfying assignments of Fn. As m2 < 2n~(m + 1)2 the theorem follows.
Proof of the Claim: Assume by way of contradiction, that there is a clause of length a < m + 1 in a CNF representation for Fn. Let C=(ll V12 V... V la) be that clause. We show that there exists an assignment a such that C(a) = O (and hence the value of the CNF formula on a is O) and To construct a notice that since every ltteral appears exactly once in the R2D represent at ion, fixing the values of a < m literals can falsify at most m terms in the DNF representation, so there is still a term tc that can be satisfied.
Therefore, we can define a to be the assignment in which all the literals in C are set to zero, all the literals in tc are set to one, and all other literals are set arbitrarily.
We thus have that C(a) = O but tc(a) = 1 (and hence Fn(a) = 1), a contradiction. 
